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Preface

It is a widely accepted tenet that works of horror generally and zombie
media in particular arise from and comment on social and cultural anxieties.
The range of such intersections is of course immense, and this project
focuses specifically on social and cultural anxieties associated with transgressions of heteronormative values as they are depicted in The Walking Dead.
The zombie renaissance discussed by noted zombie scholar Kyle William
Bishop in his 2015 book on How Zombies Conquered Popular Culture shows
little sign of abating, and The Walking Dead continues to occupy a central
role in that conquest. The modern zombie, born in the films of George
Romero, is an American creation, and there exists also a perhaps fundamentally American notion of the family. This book intends to examine the interplay between The Walking Dead’s latter-day descendants of Romero’s
undead monsters and its representation of the dynamics of and ideology
that supports and reproduces the dominant mode of familial organization.
Zombies are creatures, in most representations, including The Walking
Dead, driven by desire rather than cognition. In direct contrast to the zombie
horde, the family unit—its construction, boundaries, and functioning—has
traditionally served as a locus of control over desires. The negotiation of different expressions of desire and family in the United States continues to be
fractious, to say the least. Despite measurable social progress, practices such
as same-sex or gender-nonconforming marriage and parenting and polyamory continue to fall under consistent cultural and political attack. Bisexuality
similarly persists in being elided, even at times by putative allies. Such resistance to alternative sociosexual configurations often employs rhetorics of
aberrance, unnaturalness, or irrationality, as well as invokes danger to (always
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pure and innocent) children. Reading The Walking Dead franchise as directly
participating in these social tensions and the discourses surrounding them,
particularly given its extensive cultural reach, my project employs queer theory and cultural studies as its primary lenses in order to interrogate The
Walking Dead’s resistance to nonnormative family structures (the normative
unit being, of course, monogamous, heterosexual, and reproductive). Queer
theory offers a productive way to analyze the zombie narrative’s relationship
to this nexus of drives, desire, power, and control, while cultural study situates such analysis within its (American) sociohistorical context.
This project, which builds on and expands an earlier articulation of its
premise in essay form (Ziegler 2018), covers the first eight seasons of the
television show and the first 144 issues of the comic book series. In doing
so, it aims to fill in gaps in the academic conversation about The Walking
Dead, while contributing to zombie studies as a whole. While queer theory has been increasingly applied to zombie media, there are still no book-
length studies of sexuality, alternative or otherwise, in The Walking Dead,
and comparatively little of the existing scholarship on the franchise deals
with the comic books, despite the fact that graphic narratives are increasingly studied and taught academically. By considering the comics in conjunction with the television show, the project aims to produce a sustained,
detailed analysis that will be of interest to scholars, students, and hopefully
fans as well. In fact, average fans may be one of the most important groups
that such a discussion needs to reach if it is to be anything more than (pardon the pun) an academic exercise. Like the survivors of a zombie apocalypse, one can only hope.
While comics share narrative and representational elements with film,
they give rise to distinct audience encounters. Thus, in addition to paying
close attention to language and visual composition in both the television
and comics incarnations of The Walking Dead, this project strives to
acknowledge in its readings the unique materiality of comics. Bishop
(2006) points out that the originary text of the modern zombie, Night of
the Living Dead, was influenced not only by other films such as The Birds
but also by comic books (199). He later claims that movies achieve a reality effect by presenting images synchronically, which can be true of comics
as well, if the reader so chooses, but comics also have a unique mode of
communicating meaning that is different from those of film and television,
and which I endeavor to account for in this project (201). My close
reading of individual pages or panels acknowledges, for instance, the way
in which a panel must use a snapshot to represent a larger action, as well
as how it creates meaning, especially emotional meaning, through facial
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expressions; the distances, reciprocities, and vectors of bodies; and “symbolic resources, such as … sweat drops to represent surprise or anxiety”
(Feng and O’Halloran 2012, 2069, 2081, 2072, 2074). Readers of comics must also fill in the narrative gaps within and between panels, constructing interpretations using both the “unfolding discourse” and “more
abstract semiotic levels, such as context, style, or genre” (Bateman and
Wildfeuer 2015, 185). Context, in this process, includes structural relationships among groups of panels, including the entire page as a unit of
meaning (190, 193, 202).1 Keeping these various levels of meaning-
making in view will more usefully elucidate how Robert Kirkman’s creation, like much apocalyptic media, represents and, arguably, reinforces
the “profound durability” of our social hierarchies (Gurr 2016, 166), but,
in doing so, simultaneously helps us to question them and imagine other,
counterhegemonic modes of being and relationality.
Bronx, NY, USA

John R. Ziegler

Note
1. Bateman and Wildfeuer argue for a more complex interpretive relationship

among panels on a page than that of linearly arranged moments in time
(197, 200).
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